effect is explained by analyzing the phase relationships of the radiation emitted by the two coupled states.
We have investigated the spontaneous emission of radiation from an atom in the presence of a static perturbation. The '~2 ((z z, +-, 'iny)-(E -E, -+i «yn) +I'6n'y')' z nba(t) = 2 &g/ b/ (t) e" i /" /" +i nAi 6(t), 
and as t-~it reduces to E, --, '(E, +E,)
This probability is plotted in Fig. 2 - (15) 2R(R+ -, 't) Ib/(t)I = 2 2'3 sin (Ryt)e "', (l2) 8 yR which is zero for t = yttt/yR (tt = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) and for For I V ) &~S y the probability of photon emission at E = 0 is 2le I' Ib/(t)I = @~R~R~~» nh'(IRlyt)e"'" If one writes these amplitudes as brt(t) = ne'", br2(t) = Pe'", one finds that ct = P and cos8) = -cos8p slngg = sin8p .
The phase relationships can be written as (19) 8&(t)+8e(t)=(2n+1)w (n=0, 1, 2, . .. ) . (20) The condition that the contributions to b&(t) interfere destructively at %= 0, at times t= ltt/yR (l= 1, 2, ... ), and as t-~.
The phase difference P = 8t -8e can be evaluated for arbitrary times in the following way.
From Eqs. (18) and (19) the sum of the amplitudes br&(t) and bi, (t) yields (21) br(t) = br&(t) + bre(t) = 2i~sin(8, ), and by comparing Eq. (21) 
